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MATT KRAMER: Making Sense of Italian Wine: Discovering Italy’s Greatest
Wines and Best Values. Running Press, Philadelphia, PA, 2006, 280 pp.,
ISBN – 13: 978-0-7624-2230-2, $24.95
Having had the good fortune and distinct pleasure of reading the original in this latest
series, Making Sense of Wine; having become addicted to reading his sage one page column
in each issue of the Wine Spectator; and having listened to his riveting wine presentations
at the annual meetings of the Wine Spectator sponsored California and New York Wine
Experience; I cannot help but be impressed by Matt Kramer’s high level of scholarship,
linguistic expertise, thorough knowledge of his subject matter, and literary style.
In setting the stage for what is to follow, Kramer introduces the wine enthusiast to three
broad principles that are of particular relevance to the Italian wine industry, and sometimes
are applicable more generally. These include the concepts of Bella Figura, Campanilismo,
and Mezzadria.
Kramer defines Bella Figura succinctly as “The Italian love of the beautiful gesture”.
It is also the title of Beppe Severgnini’s 2006 book subtitled “A field guide to the Italian
Mind” (NY: Broadway Books). Bella Figura encompasses some guiding principles that
Italians use to make their social and/or business contacts more successful (ones that cut
across socioeconomic status); in the context of the Italian Wine Industry, Kramer notes
that the famed wine producer Angelo Gaja introduced a very long, non-standard sized cork.
Gaja claimed that the new cork was required to insure the “highest quality;” to counteract
what Gaja considered to be the lack of attention to quality control of corks produced in
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Portugal and Sardinia. The approximately 2 and one-half inch cork was a perfect example
of the bella figura concept at work. When waiters complained that the corkscrews they
employed were not capable of removing the elongated corks, Gaja happily sold the restaurants that served his wines the special corkscrews that were required. He made additional
money over the long haul because the amount of wine needed to accommodate the larger
corks was less than the usual 750 milliliters.
Bella Figura is also utilized by Italians who, unlike Angelo Gaja, are anything but
wealthy. One example is the person of limited economic means who insists upon paying
the restaurant bill for his party of eight so that he would not be viewed as a poor sponger!
Perhaps the most appealing aspect of the bella figura way of life can best be understood
in the context of winners and losers in an eventual conflict resolution. There are, of course,
three possibilities: both parties lose (Brutta (ugly) Figura); one wins, the other loses (the
usual outcome); or both parties win (the Bella Figura outcome).
The second overarching concept is one Kramer refers to as Campanilismo, or the Italian
love of location. This can be seen in the pride concerning one’s place of birth, or say the
specific location of the vineyards that house the varietals that produce the wines of Italy.
One has only to visit Italy once or to watch Mario Batali do a cooking event to know how
regional Italian cooking really is. And so the pairing of which food with which wine takes
on again the inevitable force and reality of regionality. The term itself has its origins in the
word “campanile” that translates as a bell. The concept embodied here resides in the idea
of the comfort that the Italian resident takes when she/he is no farther away from home than
the sound emanating from the nearest bell tower.
And, finally, there is the concept of the Mezzadria or the Italian sharecropper. The
disappearance or demise of sharecropping-beginning in the 1940’s, finally ending in the
1980’s-ushered in the era of the production of great Italian wines. Once land potentially
useful for wine growing became available for purchase, it was now possible for the new
owners of wineries to have pride, excel, or take capitalist risks. It was now possible, for the
first time, to beginning a wide spread establishment of first rate Italian wineries.
Although Kramer modestly claims at the outset that the book is intended only for those
who are Italian wine amateurs and aficionados, but not connoisseurs, the creative manner
in which he has crafted the book suggests otherwise. No matter the knowledge level of
Italian wines of any of the readers of this book, without this comprehensive format, they
would not have been able to sensibly organize and store the oenologic information gleaned
over the years.
The oenologic glue, then, that forms the binding of the book, follows a specific Kramerian
format consisting of the following entities: the type or name of the wine (from “A” as
in Aglianico to”V”, as in Vino Nobile di Montepulciano); the Region or Geographical
Location of a given wine type (e.g., Lombardy, Tuscany, Sicily); the uva or grape varietal
(e.g., arneis, nebbiolo, sangiovese); the tradition (historical roots) of each wine that is
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described; how it has changed (the current and projected future history of a given wine
varietal); noteworthy producers (sub-classified as “the traditionalists” and the “modernists”); what the locals eat with a particular wine (e.g., roasts of beef, lamb, and goat for
Aglianico; polenta, aged steaks, game, for Barbera; crème caramel for Moscato d’Asti);
a section designated as “One Man’s Taste-Whose Wine Would I Buy?” This section
embodies Matt Kramer’s comparative rankings of specific vineyard choices – from
Allegrini to Zenato; a category that answers the question “Is the Wine Worth Searching
For?” This has been cleverly classified into the following distinctive categories: “Don’t
die without trying it”; “Absolutely worth an effort; and “If you happen to see it.” The
final category describes “Similar Wines from the Same Neighborhood.” For the ancient
white wine Orvieto-that consists of the varietals Trebbiano Toscano, Verdello, Grechetto,
Drupeggio, and Malvasia Toscana-this would include the much more familiar Chardonnay
and Sauvignon Blanc varietals.
Allow me to close with Kramer’s lucid and scholarly description of what he hails as the
best example of Sicily’s red wine:
“The most impressive wine is fancifully called Mille e Una Notte (A Thousand and
One Nights), which is 90% Nero d’Avola rounded out with other native red varieties. This
is simply gorgeous red wine: intense, rich, polished, and yet absolutely original tasting. It
is arguably the finest Nero d’Avola in Sicily-at least it’s the finest that this taster has come
upon so far. “Luxurious” might be the best descriptor. (The palace shown on the artistically drawn label is, in fact, the Donnafugata of The Leopard, the one in Santa Margherita
di Belice.)
Donnafugata is easily one of the stars of Sicilian wine. And if the wines inspire you
to read The Leopard, all the better, as it’s a star of Italian literature in its own right
(p. 223).”
Having had the opportunity to buy and taste this wine in Sicily, I can only agree
whole-heartedly!
What else need be said? The book is an oenologic treasure and should find a place in
every wine lover’s library!
Domenic V. Cicchetti
Yale University
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JANCIS ROBINSON: Tasting Pleasure: Confessions of a Wine Lover. Viking Penguin:
New York, 1997, 352 pp., ISBN – 13: 978-0670854233, (Paperback, Penguin: New York,
1999, ISBN: 0140270019, $17.00)
One could not ask for a better travel companion for what is surely one of the most beautiful train routes in the world — from Frankfurt to Bonn along the Rhine River. After an
overnight flight from Boston, I had the joy of sharing that train ride with Jancis Robinson, whom Robert Parker has called “the most gifted” of wine writers ... “witty, brilliant,
authoritative.” To be accurate, I shared the train ride and my subsequent days in Bonn not
with Ms. Robinson directly, but with her thoughts, as she told the story of her life with wine
in Tasting Pleasure: Confessions of a Wine Lover.
Jancis Robinson is well known to oenophiles the world over — as the editor of the
authoritative Oxford Companion to Wine, co-author with Hugh Johnson of The World
Atlas of Wine, Financial Times columnist, host of the television mini-series, Wine Course,
former Wine Spectator columnist, and most recently host of her epynonomous web site.
Tasting Pleasure presents an opportunity to sit down with Ms. Robinson, and join her as
she describes in prose that are concise, entertaining, and modest her remarkable voyage of
more than three decades as a lover of wine.
Jancis Robinson’s serious interest in wine began — as it does for so many oenophiles
— with an epiphany, a single transformative and unforgettable experience. For
Robinson, it was during her student days at Oxford in the early 1970s. Out for dinner
with her generous boyfriend of the time, she shared a bottle of 1959 Chambolle-Musigny,
Les Amoureuses. In English, “Les Amoureuses” means “the lovers.” Alas, Ms. Robinson
apparently did not fall in love with the boyfriend, but most certainly did begin her love
affair with red Burgundy, and — more broadly — with the world of wine.
Just as I finished reading about Jancis Robinson’s seminal experience at Oxford with
fine Pinot Noir, my train entered a long tunnel above the Rhine. I closed my eyes, and
was transported back to my own wine epiphany decades earlier. Our good friends, John
and Lilli, had joined my wife and me for dinner at our house on New Year’s Eve, and
brought with them three remarkable bottles, which opened my eyes, or rather my nose, my
palate, and my heart to the transcendent experience that enjoying wine can be. I remember little about the evening’s cuisine, but I have never forgotten the wines: 1976 Chateau
Lafite Rothschild, 1976 Beaulieu Vineyards Georges de Latour Private Reserve, and 1982
Penfolds Grange. The joy of that experience remained with me as my train emerged from
the tunnel into the daylight.
By the mid-1980s, Jancis Robinson was already an accomplished wine writer, having
written several books and a regular column in the Sunday Times. In Tasting Pleasure, she
takes the reader through the joys of being a wine writer — visiting the greatest cellars, the
most splendid vineyards, the best restaurants — and also through the trials of becoming the
first journalist to pass the battery of exams to become a “Master of Wine.” And we learn
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just enough about her life outside of wine, including her family with husband Nick Lander,
a former restaurateur turned restaurant critic of the Financial Times.
Throughout, Robinson reminds us that she considers herself a wine writer, not a wine
critic. For contrast, she offers the example of Robert Parker (and tells a wonderful story
about when she first met him in Bordeaux in 1985). In her columns, books, and web site,
you will not find Jancis Robinson awarding numerical scorers to wines. She views wine
taste as inherently subjective, and describes wine criticism as being analogous to film criticism. We may read the reviews of a number of film critics, and over time we can perhaps
calibrate those critics’ tastes with our own, at which point their assessments can become
useful guides to what we are likely to enjoy.
That is a far cry from the respect — indeed the allegiance — often given to Robert
Parker’s and others’ numerical ratings. Robinson offers a delicious anecdote which illustrates just how foreign was the notion of quantitative scoring of wine before Parker. When
Hugh Johnson was sent the proofs of Parker’s first book, Bordeaux, he thought that the
curious numerical entries throughout the book adjacent to descriptions of specific wines
were printer’s marks!
To be clear, Jancis Robinson does not disparage Robert Parker nor his great success.
Indeed, she comments admiringly on his self-confidence and consistency. And, as
with most of the characters who show up in this book, we are invited to come along
to lunch or dinner, and learn about the meal — and, of course, the wines — that were
enjoyed. At Parker’s Maryland home, Robinson is delighted to share an excellent
dinner accompanied by 1976 Taittinger Comtes de Champagne, 1971 Chateau Petrus,
1966 Chateau Latour, 1964 La Mission Haut-Brion, 1949 Chateau Chasse-Spleen, and
1980 Chateau d’Yquem.
That is one of many days and evenings Jancis Robinson shares throughout the
book. Along the way, she introduces us to a wonderful cast of characters with whom
she has worked and interacted over her career — Michael Broadbent, Anthony Barton,
Clive Coates, Frances Ford Coppola, Ernest Gallo, Hugh Johnson, Alexis Lichine,
Corine Mentzelopoulos, Robert Mondavi, Robert Parker, Emile Peynaud, Frank Prial,
Baron Philippe and Baroness Philippine de Rothschild, Marvin Shanken, Peter Sichel,
Serena Sutcliffe, and Alice Waters, to name just a few.
Early in the book, Robinson confesses that during her student days at Oxford she failed
to exploit the university’s renowned wine cellars. But she tells the story of once going
down to inspect the cellar of All Souls College, where she was stunned to see case after
case of first growths from 1961 and earlier vintages.
As I finished my breakfast aboard the train and returned to my seat, we entered another
tunnel. In the dark, I pictured those marvelous wine cellars at Oxford and Cambridge.
And I thought about the reality that despite my own university’s claims to have patterned
itself after the Oxbridge model, stellar wine cellars do not seem to have been part of the
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intellectual and social inheritance. As my train emerged from the tunnel into another stunning landscape above the Rhine, I reflected on that flawed academic inheritance with some
disappointment.
But there was no disappointment for me with Jancis Robinson’s confessions of a wine
lover. From first page to last, the book was a joyful read. There is a striking passage near
the end of the book that is reminiscent of Maya’s beautiful explanation to Miles in Sideways
of her great affection for Pinot Noir. Here is Jancis Robinson telling us what makes it so
rewarding to be a wine writer:
“For me wine is so much more than a liquid in a glass; the liquid is merely our link to what is
so often a fascinating story, a spot on the globe, a point in time, a fashion in wine-making, an
argument between neighboring farmers, rivalry between old schoolmates, perhaps proud new
owners who want to make their mark at any cost.”

Robinson’s life in wine is indeed one of tasting pleasure, and by reading this book we
have an opportunity to join her on a remarkable journey — sometimes fascinating, sometimes funny — but always remarkably pleasant. For your next train ride, your next cruise,
or your next flight, you deserve a great companion. Take Jancis Robinson with you.
Robert N. Stavins
Harvard University
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